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Profile View

Details
Title: A Bulgarian SME produces wooden pellets and furniture parts and

accessories. The company is looking for an industrial manufacturer of
equipment for drying of timber and wooden boards , through a a service
or supplier agreement

POD Reference: BRBG20211213001
Summary: A Bulgarian SME produces wooden pellets and  furniture parts and 

accessories. The company is looking for an industrial manufacturer of 
equipment for drying of timber and wooden boards, through a a 
service or supplier agreement

Description: The company is established  in 2010 in Southern Bulgaria in a region 
with rich forests. They have always kept a consistent vision towards 
technological development of the manufacturing processes. They 
need to increase the quality and raise productivity by introducing a 
more sophisticated installation for timber and wood drying . 
 In details, they would like to install a more advanced line of drying 
chambers and /or ovens. More specifically ,the ideal system should 
provide high performance as regards reaching a moisture content 
suitable for the material, which will be used for the production of 
furniture legs and accessories .  
The manufacturers of equipment for drying of timber and wooden 
boards,sought by the  Bulgarian producer should be able to deliver a 
complete equipment consisting of drying chambers , a boiler 
installation, automatic feeder on wooden chips ,fully automatic 
control system ,and assembly services. 

Technical
Specification or
Expertise Sought:

The manufacturers of equipment for drying of timber and wooden 
boards , sought by the  Bulgarian producer should be  able to deliver  a 
complete equipment consisting of : 3 drying chambers for wood 
/beech and oak mainly/ , with a  total capacity 100m3. Chambers 
capacity must be  25 m3/35 m3 /50 m3,   with a boiler installation, fed 
by automatic feeder for wooden chips. Fully automatic control system 
that monitors these systems full-time is needed. Assembly services are 
also required. Preferably the installation must include automation of 
the drying process with the PC-based control systems.

Stage of
Development:

Already on the market

Keywords
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Technology
Keywords:

07002001 Forest technology 

Market Keywords: 08003007 Other industrial equipment and machinery 

Partner Sought
 
Type and Role of
Partner Sought:

A long term collaboration is sought under a a service or supplier 
agreement. The Bulgarian company wants to identify a reliable 
industrial manufacturer to produce , deliver, and possibly install the 
timber drying equipment .

Type of
Partnership
Considered:

Services agreement 
Supplier agreement 

Client
 
Type and Size of
Client:

Industry SME 11-49

Year Established: 2010
Turnover (euro): <1M
Already Engaged
in Trans-National
Cooperation:

No

Languages
Spoken:

English 

Client Country: Bulgaria

Dissemination
 
Restrict
dissemination to
specific countries:

Germany  
Slovenia 
Turkey  
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